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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL STATDENT

I

Introduot1on
There is a detinite and growing need tor instruc-

tion in art in the schools, due to the tact tha t manyof the principles employed in art are almost uniTersal
in their application.

In most of the oommon necessi-

ties ot life art plays an important part; it i s use d
in the selection and wearing of clothing, in the furnish•

ing of homes and in the practical work or the trades
and professions.

1

This study is the outgrowth of the needs as mentioned in the above paragraph, as well as, the numerous
problems presented by summer graduate students in a
problems course during the summer of 1g41. These teachers
presented problems as follows:
1.

How can we teach that whloh we ourselves haTe
not yet been trained to teach?

1 Winslow, Leon Loyal, Or!nniza tion a nd Teaching or
Art, Warwick a nd York,
c., Baltimore: 1928. P. 3

-

1
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2. How can art activities be carried on with
limited facilities with which to ~ork?
Participation in thi s class aroused in me an
intense desire to become acquainted with the teaching
of art in the elementary schools.
The writer's interest in this study was further
aroused when she observed an exhibit of the Houston
Public Schools at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston,
Texa s.

At this exhibit she noted only white schools

were represented.

With the facts mentioned above 1n

view, an attempt will be made to study the needs and
jus tification of art education, thereby indicating to
the elementary teacher suggestions for the use of materials found in his environment for the teaching of art.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEJ,i.

The problem of this

study may be stated in the question mNhat are the needs,
justifications and possibiliti es for the teaching of
Art 1n the Negro Elementary Schools of Hou~ton, Texas?"
Out of this basic problem grows several subsidiary
questions which are:
1. Was the absence of a display of the Negro Elementary schools from the exhibit mentioned
above due to the existence of a strong feeling of r acial prejudice?

2. Are the Negro teachers prepared to teaoh

art in their pa.rticul.ar group; if prepared
do they lack interest and ingenuity enough
to get materials found in their own environment, if they are not provided by the school
board, and use these materials in the teaching and correlation of art?
3. Is art included in the daily program of the
Negro elementary schools?
4 . What are the forms of art taught in the schools?

5 . Is art correlated with other subject matter?
6. How many schools have art exhibits?

7. What kinds of art do children enjoy most?
8. What are some of the uses of discarded mat-

erials found in our environment in the teaching of Art'l

Answers to the s e questions will form a basis for
our analysis.
SCOP2 . This study includes only the Negro Element ary schools of Houston, Texas.

There are 25 Negro

Elementary Schools, 251 teachers in the public school
system of Houston, Texas
DTH0.00 EMPLOYED IN MAKING THE STUDY. There was a
collection and organization of data.
was obtained

This in.formation

through the use of questionnaires , inter•

Tiews and visits to the public schools during the
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regular clas s meetings; to the Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston, Texas; and to the Office of the Supervisor
of Art in the Public Schools of Houston, Texas.
PREVIOUS STUDIES. So far as the writer has be en
able to verify, no other study of this kind has been
made for Negro elementary schools of Houston, Texas.
However, previous studies have been made of Art Education.

Other studies ma.de are:

1. Contribution of Art t o Everyday Life, by Cole,
Emma Julia.

This study i s concerned with the

uses made of Art principles , especially those
studied in the elementary grades.
2. A Study of Principles and Practices for Pictorial Art AEEreciation Courses in the Elementary schools, by Renfrow, Omer W. This study
is concerned with developing a course of study
1n art education (appreciation) for children

in the elementary schools and shows related
materials from the field of poetry.
THIS STUDY. This study will include:
(a). Facts and viewpoints as to the needs of
Art Education.
(b). Justifications for the teaching cf Art.
(c). Po ssibilities for the teaching of Art.

- 5 -

thereby acquainting the teachers with
the uses of materials found in one's
environment tor the teaching of art.
DEFINITION OF TERMS.

In order to better acquaint

the reader with this study the following definitions
and explanations are given:

-

1. ART - The pu.rposefUl. end creative expression
of feeling or of emotion, in appropri•
ate concrete form, with skill in design a nd technique as determining tao•
3

tors of exoellence.
2. INDUsrRIAL ARTS•

is the study of the ohanges

man makes in natural materials to increase their usefulne s s and satisfa c•
tion for meeting his n eeds, and of the
problems of lite relating to the production, distribution, and use of
4

material supplies.
3. ACTIVITY• is any large learning situation
brought about by the strong purpos e of

3 Winslow, Leon Loyal, Organization and Teaching ot
~ . War.vick a nd York Co., Baltimore, 1929. P. 184.
4

Nicholas, Florence Williams, llawhood, Nellie Clare
and Trilling , Mabl e B., Art Activitie s in the Modern
School. The McMillan Co. New York, 1939. P. 194
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a ~hild or group of children to achieve
a worthy end desirable to themselves ,
which, like thos e situations in life
through which we are most truly
educated, draws upon a large number of
different kinds of experience s and
5

many fields of knowledge.
4. COLOR • 1s that quality of an object by which
one can s ee whether it i s red, blue, green,
or the like; any hue, tint, or shade sometimes including black and white.

e

5. HUE - 1s that quality which names a color as
red, blue or violet.

Bue rerers to the

kind or light.

6.VALUE - refers to the amount of lightn~ss or
darkness of a color as light blue or
dark blue.
'1. INTENSITY - ref'ers to the amount of brightne ss
7

or dullness of color.

5 Caswell, Bollis L. and Campbell, Doak s., Curriculum Development, American Book Company, New York:
1g29. P. 226.

& Mathias, Margaret E., Art in the Elementary School,
Charles Scribner•3 Sons,

7 ~ , PP• 90, il, 92, 93.

New York: l929. P. 166.
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e.

ART APPRECIATION - an emotional response that
8

gives pleasure.
9

9. DESIGN - to organize aooording to a plan.
10. LETTERING - (Terb) to inscribe letters upon.

10

11. CONSTRUCTION - preparation

and combination
11
or assembling of materials.

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY. We shall ~ttempt to clarity
our ideas of art as an essential school subject.
Educators believe that every child should be helped to live happily and to deal effectively with his
environment both in the present and in the future. The
right kind of art education can help to accomplish
these objectives.
Through his study of art the child comes into contact with a great wealth of knowledge, unders tanding,
and experiences.

It helps him better understand the

c~tural heritage of his race to r ecognize and appreciate beauty in the world about him, and to eliminate

8

BUlletin, Art for Primary Grades, Houston Publ ic
Schools, Houston, Texas: 1941. P. 6.

9

.Ie.!.a,

p. 2

10 Mathias, :ldarsaret E., .Art in the Elementary School,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York: 1929, P. 100.
11

Winslow, Leon Loyal, Organization and Teaching of
Art, Warwick and York Inc. Baltimore, 192.8. P. 26
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ugliness from his environment .

Such attainments as

these help any individual to live more fUlly and rich•
12

ly, and to enjoy genuine and lasting satisfaction.
Suppose, for the sake of finding out why art
is important, that there is no art education in the
whole world.

Assume, that there is instruction in

the languages, instruction in mathematics, and in the
sciences, but none in art.

Is there anything that

children do, naturally, to lead one to believe they
need opportunities for art experiences?

WouJ.d a child

on a desert behave in any way that would denote a need
for art instruction if he were to become an educated
member of society?
It has been noted that there is a behavior common to all children which signifies the direct need
of art education.

All children seem to have these

ways of doing and behaving.

If there wer e no art

leaders or art teachers, children uninfluenced in their
behavior, would express themselves in ways that indicate
need for this phase of activity and learning .
One of these common behaviorisms is that all
children express themselves by making something. To

12 Nicholas, Florene Williams, Mawhood; Nellie Clare
and Trilling, Mable B., Art Activities in the
'
Modern School. The McMillan co., New Yori: IQ3'9, P. 34

illustrate, they make toys, with ~hioh to play, they
make bowls o'f clay, ano. all manner of simple things

for enjoyment and amusement.
15

desire to c reate,"

''ETery child has some

Norton and Norton have written.

13 Norton, John K. and Norton, Kargaret E., Foundation
of CurricUlum BU1ld1P13. Ginn and company, Boston:
1~36. P. 448

Chapter Ir

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF

THE PROBLEM

In the previous chapter, an attempt has been made
to set forth some of the prevailing ideas as they relate to the teaching of Art, and to define certain
terms that are pertinent to this study.

With the

foregoing definitions, and explanations, we can enter
upon an analysis of our problem.
1. Was the absence of a display of the Negro El•

ementary schools from the exhibit at the
Museum of Fine Arts due to the existence of a
strong feeling of racial prejudice?
This statement was readily dis qualified upon my
visit to the office of the Supervisor of Art in the
Public Schools of Houston, Texas.
In this interview, the writer learned:
l. That the curriculum provides two and

one-half hours per week for the teaching of Art.
10

• ll •

2. That special art teachers are not
provided tor white or Negro schools
in the elementary department ot
Houston Public Schools.
3. That the classroom teacher i s expected
to ·teach art to her particular group.
4. The majority of Negro teachers in the
elementary schools are not trained
to teach art.
Herewith we quote the Supervisor of Art in the
Houston Public .Schools: "I know ot only one Negro
teacher in our elementary school department who is
prepared to teach art.

I feel that the Teaoher Train-

ing Colleges are responsible." (G.s.s.)
The above mentioned statement led to a carefu.l
study of art courses as · described 1n the catalogues
of the twelve Texas Negro Colleges.
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DESCRIPrION OF ART COURSES OFFERED AT TWELVE
TEXAS

NEGRO

COLLEGES

PRAIRIE VIEW. STATE COLLEGE:

Art 112 -

Related Art

Art principles and their application
14

to home problems.

•

This course is

taught in connection with Home Eeonomics Education. Other courses
appearing in the catalog are listed

under commercial art.
WILEY COLL1!~GE:

Art l -

Introduction to Art

This course gives the student a background of art, classifications of tYJ)es
and an appreciation of the works of

great masters, together with an appreciation of art in nature.
Art 2 -

Teacher's Course in Freehand Drawing
This course gives the fundamentals in

14

Bulletin, "Prairie View State Normal and Indus triel
College Catalog''. Prairie View, Texas: 1941-42.
PP• 121-130, 131.

• 13 •

freehand drawing. witb special em•
phasis on shading and cast shadows.

Art Education
This course 1s intended for the teachers
in those public schools in which tbe
major emphasis is upon teaching or
supervis ion.
Paintine
Practice in watercolors and in oil
paints.

Art and Nature Appreciation
It is the aim of this course to tra in
the eye to judge and enjoy art directly through per sonal analysis of line,
color, ~orm and composition.

The aub-

Ject embraces not only painting,
sculpture, pottery, textiles , etc.,
but various arts outside of the gallery,
such as architecture, landscape design
interior decoration, and examples of
painting sculpture, and architecture
and other art costume. 0Ter one hundred
miniature pictures of the world's
finest objects will be exhibited during
the final week of tbe course.

- 14 -

Other courses appearing in the
catalogue are listed under commer15

cial arts.
PAUL Q,UINN COLLEGE:
Art 122 -

Structure and Elementary Design
To give the student t he fundamental
principles of design and the theory
of color.

This course is listed in

the Department of Home Economics
16

Education.
SAMUEL

HUSTON COLLEGE:

Division of Fine and Practical Arts
Art 200 •

Elementary Art Structure. Introductory
course. The meaning of creative art ,
principles of design, line, mass and
color, color theories and qualities.
Relation between the fine and industrial arts.

Art 209 -

Art Education. The function of creative art in childhood education; standards for selection and development ·

15

Bulletin, "The Wilei Re§orter," Marshall, Texas Vol.4O
1941-1942. PP• 85, O, 2, 93.
•
lij

Sixty Eighth-Annual Catalogue.
Waco, Texas 1941-1942, p. 43.

Paul Q,uinn College.
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of activities; art appreciation for
elementary grades.
Art 212 -

Drawing and Design. Free-hand drawing, color theory, design, representation, illustration and picture study.
Media, pencil, crayon, charcoal, pen
and ink, brush.

Art 21 3 -

Constructive Design. Art as a factor
1n home, school and community; rela-

tion of art to the rest of the curri•

culum; simple projects in textiles ,
17

bookbinding, clay modeling, etc.
HOUSTON COLLEGE FOR NEGROES
Art 133 -

Public School Art in Primary Grades .

Art 134 -

Public School Art in rntermediate .
Grades.
De scription of courses are not given
18

in catalogue.
BUTLER COLLEGE
Art 113 -

Art Appreciation.

This course is de-

signed to give the student an acquaintence with some of the fields

17

Bulletint "Samuel Huston College," Austin, Texas.
1941-194~. PP• 59, 60.

18 Houston College for Negroes Catalogue. Houston, Texas
1~41•1942. P• 23.
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of Art, including music, dramatics,
drawi ng, painting, to develop interest
in creative activities that will be
of profit to the student as well as
add to the student' s enjoyment of lite.
Art 123 •

Art Appreciation - A continuation
of Art 113.

19

TEXAS COLLEGE
Art 113,123,133 - Introduction to the Fine Arts.
A study of art in its va rious expressions with special consideration given
to the problems involved in its historic development and appreci ation with
emphasis upon painting, sculpture, and
design, as well as art in the home,
pottery, furniture, and civic art.
Art 2l3, 223 - Principles of Art Structure.
A study of creative expression in color
line a nd form.

Practice will be given

in making designs textiles, pottery
plates and posters.

19

Catalogue, Butler College, Tyler, Texas 1940-41. p. 25.
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Art 233 -

Tea ching the Fine ~rts .
A

study of procedure in tea ching the

fine arts in the light of recent trends
in curriculum reorganiza tion and inte20

gration.
TILLOTSON COLLEG~
Art 112 -

Introduction to Art.
The course will endeavor to make clea r
the place of aesthetics in human experience.

The s tudent will be made aoquaint-

ed with the different divisions of the
field of Art, the various forms and
their importance in the appreciation
of t he beautiful.

Art 113 -

Color and Desi6n
This course emphas izes color theory
and essentials of art principles as
they relate to clothing , decoration,
balance, rhythm, and symmetry. This
course is designed primarily to meet
the needs of students in Home Economics

20 Bulletin, Texas College, Tyler, Texas: 1939•40.
P• 41.
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Art 152 -

Materials and Methods in Art Education
This course embraces the subject matter, materials and methods of simple
art education and construction, activities of the elementary grades.

Art 203 -

Creative Art
Free-hand drawing, sketching, painting
from still. life.

Art 213 -

Composition.
Elementary composition with emphasis
on the use of line and mass in the
construction of original composition.

Art 223 •

Industrial Arts and Cra fts.
Needle work, basketwaaving, rug-weaving, wood-work, and pottery.

Art 313 -

Art Appreciation
This course endeavors to furnish training for the appreciation of painting,
sculpture, architecture and minor arts.
21

History of art and field trips.
MARY ALLEN JUNIOR COLLEGE

Art 123A •

Art Appreciation
A course designed to teach methods of

21

Annual Catalogue, Tillotson College, Austin, Texas
1941•42. Po 72.
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fostering art appreciation among
school pupils. A study o~ oolor,
harmony, a nd balance and of practical
ways in whiob artistic taste oan be
demonstrated.

Attention is given to

designing, a study of pictures and artistic expression in the making of use22

ful objects.
BISHOP COLLEGE
Art 233 -

How to Enjoy the Fine Arts
The course i s a general culture course
designed to furni sh a basis for an intelligent appreciation in nature, music
23

painting, and sculpture.
JARVIS

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
The course offered is taught in con•
24

nection with Home Economics Educetioo.

SAINT PHILLIPS JUNIOR COLLEGE
Art 112 •

The object of the course 1s to show the

· 22 Mary Allen Junior College Catalogue, Crockett, Texas.
1940•41. p. 14.
23

The Bishop Herald Catalogue Edition, Mershall, Texas.
1938. pp. 53-64.

24

Jarvis Christian College Catalogue, 1939-40. p. 10.
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principles of art as they are related to eTeryday problems, such
as house design, costume design,
window displ ays, tlower arrangements
and textile decorations .

PUppet mak-

ing and the staging of plays for
nursery schools.

Clay modeling, mak-

ing of Christmas cards and paper
25

macha work.
Examinat ion of eourses of study in art ottered
at our twelve Texas Nee,ro Colleges shows that only
f ive of these colleges place special emphasis upon
art in elementary grades.

If art is to function in

our public schools , our tea cher tra ining colleges must
recognize their jobs in the training of prospective
elementary school tea chers .
The importance of Art Education in the elementa ry
schools is often underestimated.

If the secondary schools

are to function as they should, it i s essential tha t a
26

thorough foundation be laid in the elementary grades.

25

Saint Phillips Junior College Catalogue, 1940•41. p. 5.

26

Winslow, Leon Loyal, Or~anization and Teaching of
Atl,, \'/arv1ick and York, nc. Baltimore. 1938. p. 12
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CHART

I.

PROBLEMS OF TEACm:NG ART EXPERIENCED BY 251 TEACHERS

I,ack Ot'

College

Tra ining

Lack of'
Facilities

Lack of
Interest

0

From Chart I. we can see that the lack of college
training for the elementary teacher accounted for fiftynine percent of all difficulties experienced.

The lack

of college tra ining, not only in art education but the

lack of training in the field of elementary education. :Most
of these teachers were found to heve bachelor•s degrees

in some field of secondary education. Not being able to
secure work on the secondary l evel, a large

number of

these teachers have resorted to elementary work as a means

to an end.
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TABLE I
NUMBER OF DAll.Y ART PROGRAMS PER SCHOOL BASED UPON THE

NUMBER OF TEACHERS
Number of
Teachers

SCHOOLS
Almeda
Atherton
Blackshear
Brays Ba-You
Brock
Bruce
Burrus
Crawford
Dowzlass
Dunbar
Ei&Znth Avenue
GreR.ory
Jj art
ar-oer
arr1sbur&i:
.ii:znland .t1e1smts
:.a.ruzaton

l

.17

~

32

8

Percentage

,,

100

--

13

5
3

----

~l.

4

23
19

2
5

29
2~
6

3

27
2

12
4
6
3

10

1.oUCkie

Oats Prairie
Piney Point
RYon
Sunnyside
Trinity Gardens
Twenty-Third
vroodcrest
TOTAL

l

Number of
Daily Art
Programs

l

1
4
2
7
2

2
251

25

l.i

0

~o

-

lC

l.

2

~

--8

.l.L

----

--...

l

50
14

l

-

l.

-3'1

i5

-------

----

14.6

Table I. Shows that of the 251 teachers in the Houston

schools, 14.S percent, include art in their
daily program.

-
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TABLE II.
FORMS OF ART TAUGHT IN THE SCHOOLS
FORMS OF ART
Draw• Model• Needl e Paper water
Crafts Color rOTAL
ing
ing
Work
Paint

SCHOOLS

Almeda
Atherton
siacKsllear
Bra:v-s Ba:v-ou
rocK
ruce
urrus
vrawrora

l

1
2

2
5

2

Dunbar
Eianth Avenue
Gragory
Hart
Haroer
Harrisburg
H1 a n I ana. .1101.gnliS
Langsi;on

R

a-

1

4

3

3
4
5

lJOU&Z.LSSS

1

4
1

1

6
1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1
1

1
1

J.,UOA.J. 9

uai;s .t-ra1r1.e
Pl.ne:v- Point
Rayon
Sunnvside
,-v,enty-Third
1
oodcrest
'rin1 tv-Gardens

1

TOTAL

Table II.

1

32

1

l

l

2

2

38

Shows the distribution of f orms of ar t taught
in the schools.
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TABLE Ill.
NUMBER OF INTEGRATED ART PROGRAMS PER SCHOOL B.ASED UPON THE
NUMBER OF DAILY .ART PROGRAMS

No. or Dall.y
SCHOOLS

Art ProlU'am.s

Almeda

l

Atherton
Blackshear
Bravs Bavou
Brock
Bruce
Burrus
crawrord
Dowuass

2
8

0
0
5
~

4
6

Dunbor

l

.l!ilJ:!:lltll Avenue

0

~regory

Har't

Ha rrisburR.
a nd
J..angslion
H, unl
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Shows tha t of the thirty-seven teachers including art in their daily programs, eight tie art

up with other subject matter.

TABLE IV.
FORMS OF ART ENJ"OYED BY CHILDREN
Number or

SCHOOLS

FORMS OF ART
Drawing Model.• ~eedle l:'Bper
ing
W'ork Craft

5
45
15

Almeda

therton
lack shear
rock
ruce
,urrus
~raw:rord
DO'WZlas
uunb er

Har ner
T.A na ston

t.uckie

water Total
ColoJ
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5
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.lU
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5
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2
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l.
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Table IV. Shows the distribution of forms of art enjoyed by
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~40 children.

CHART II.
DISTRIBUTION OF FORMS OF ART ENJOYED BY 640 CHILDREN

DraWi ng

VITIIJ//JJ
Modeling

Cra ft Work

i-. .. .. .. .....
.,
11111111 1111

Needle Viork

Chart

n.

•

•

•

•

•

z

I

Wa ter Color
Pa inting

Shows the distribution of forms of art as

enjoyed by 640 children.

Chapter Ill

SOME OF THE FORMS OF ART COMMONLY

ACCEPI'ED AB THE WORK OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

The Art activities in which children participate
will include adventures in many art area s. Thes e areas
may be clas s ified as design, color, illustration, .!,lltering, construction, a nd !.tl, appreciation.

Many an

activity deuls with but a s ingle form of art; other
a ctivities dea l with many for ms.

The forms of Art com-

monly accepted as the work of the elementary school are:
1.

ill! MODELING

-

Clay has long been recogniz ed

as the best medium for little children. It is
suffici ently plastic to lend itself to the great
variety of childis h demands . When chil dren are
free to model they seem instinctively to compose t heir designs well and to have a natura l
feeling for balance .
There is no material handled by children
that 1s more plea sing to them than clay. Clay
work offers excellent opportunity for problem
solving situations and likewise for artistic
expression.
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Clay work calls for a number of demonstrations and excursions if the pupils are to
acquire an

adequate idea of the clay products.

There shouJ.d be visits to pottery or brick kilns
to observe the process of firing, and visits to
museums to see historical examples of pottery
and china.
Some clay projects which pupils enjoy
and y,.hich offer opportunity for art training
ere listed below:
a. Modeling of animals or human figures
for illustrative work.
b. Paper weights

c. Pin trays
d. Ash trays

e. Beads

f. Book-ends
g. Vases

PAPER CRAFTS - Paper crafts or paner cutting may
serve to add interest to other school subjects.
Paper cutting may be applied in the
illustra tion of reading les sons of stories such
as, "The Three Bears," in illustrating events
of particular interest as, "The Circus," the
story of the Pilgrims, and in tes ching health
lessons .

The use of pictures of fruits and

vegetables cut from magazines and newspapers
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.:nay wel l serve to stimulate the interest

of the children in l earning the importance
of fruits and veget ables for the building
of st rong healthy bodies.

Illustra tions of colorful cutouts that may be used for the teaching of
art are given on the following pages.
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WOOINlORK - OUr world 1s filled with objects made
of wood - houses, doors. gates. fences. tables,
chairs, tops and beds.

Wood is desirable for

art class use in that it gives pupils experi-

ence with a material which is important in
modern industry.
Thin woodwork is admirable as a thought

provoking medium. To plan, cut and assemble the
ports required for a bird-house, a set of bookend s require

reul reflective thinking. Thin

woodwork in ~he upper grades of the elementary
school helps to bridge the gap in manipulative
activities between primary industrial art work
and the specialized courses in the formal study
of wood·work that begins in the seventh grade.
Girls as well as boys should be allowed
to experiment with thin wood as a medium for
creative self-expression. The best argument
for allowing girls to have thin woodwork is to
observe the joy with which they undertake woodwork projects, and the capacity which they d1spl~y for mastering the medium.
There is some objection to thin woodwork for the upper element a ry grades because the
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equipment requires a separate room and 1s
expensive; however, this is not necessarily
true.

Simple but adequate equipment can be

secured which can be used in the regular class-

r oom.

Some

suggested projects are listed below:

1. Bird houses
2. Doll furniture
3. Unjointed toys

4. Boxes

5. Letter ho1 : ers
6. candle-sticks

7. Book-ends
DRAWING - Little children have natural desire to

express themselves through drawing.

If allowed

to satisfy this desire in their own way they
generally choose story-telling subjects. The
narrative interest is strong at this grade level.
In this fact lie s a very definite suggestion to
the teacher if she wished to select subject mat-

ter within the interests of the children. When
they draw a human figure they wish to draw one
that tells a story.

They love to depict Santa

Claus, .mother cooking breakfast or the school

janitor sweeping their school · ro om.
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The following illustrations are
drawings of white children of Houston, Texas .
These children were allowed t o select their
own subjects.

told.

In each drawing a story is
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WATER COLOR PAINTING -

When there is difficulty

in getting children sta rted in telling stories

in paint, "picture poems" may be used. (Poe.ms
that contain suggestions of pictures that the
children can imagine.) Stevenson's "Rain Poem"
is good. "It r a ins on the umbrellas a nd on the

ships at sea" is hard to resist by even the most
unimeginative child.

Nursery rhymes and fairy

tales give good material for suggestions. It
is, however, still better to encourage the children to draw things in their own experience,
their homes, or coming to school.

This gives

opportunity for direct expression of the child's
own experience.
Does the u se of paints provide for dev eloping the desired social habits and also for

mental and physical growth?

In the use of the se

materials, children l earn to use freedom and to
respect the rights of others.

They l earn to

give and take constructive criticism as well
27

ae t o use initiative.
The following painting was done by- a
nine year old white child

or

Houston, Texas.

:Mathias, Margaret E., The Beginning of Art in the
Public Schools, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York:
1924. PP• 53•54.
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FINGER PAINTING• Materials Used: "Devoe Tempera Colors," Faultless starch and water.
Procedure: Make a starch solution.
If the starch is not stirred well, while cooking it will be lumpy, when cool. This will
cause manipulation difficulty.

When cooled

the color i s added, it i s then ready for use.

Put just enough starch solution on the paper
to cover same, sometime it is necessa ry to
dampen paper first, then apply the sta rch.
Any p~rt of the hands can b e used to make the

designs; the fingers, fingernails, palm of hand
or the heel of the hand.

Move either part slow-

ly over the paper until a design of "light and

dark" can be shown.

Place the painting on a

smooth surface to dry.
1. Finger painting is a desirable form
of Art used by children in the elementary schools.
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NEEDLE WORK - Sewing 1s a means of fastening
cloth together, and while it 1s undoubtedly
in most cases the best way,
natural process

it is the fir s t

used by small children.

Often the first need for cloth arises when
the child feels that her doll needs clothes
and may recognize that cloth is the best
material to us e.
Cloth which i s to be used by small
children should be substantial, but not so
heavy as to make sewing difficult.

Thin

unblea ched muslin, heavy linen, Japanese
crepe, and gingham are good.

Heavy, closely

woven materials of a hard weave are not
good, because they are hard to sew.
Needles should be course, with large
eyes.

Thread should be course.

V/henever

there is any difficulty, needles should be
threaded for the children.
Children make from cloth articles for
themselves and for their dolls.

They make

dolls from muslin, old stockings, underwear,
turkish towelling, using cotton for stuffing .
It is always well to encourage making things
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for the child's own use.
TOOTHBRUSH SPATTER-PAINTING - Material Used: An
inexpensive toothbrush, o small piece of screen
wire, size 4" x 6", so as to be easily handled,
"Devoe" .

Tempra Colors: a set of six which can

be made any de sirable shade; a litt le water on
hand to mix the colors, and drawing paper of
any size you wish to make the design.
Procedure: Prepare water colors, have
pressed leaves or whatever design you are using
placed on top of paper, dip toothbrush into water
color s olution, shake brush before attempting
to use , make light strokes over the top of the
screen, so as to let the s pecks of color fall
evenly on paper, continue this process until
thv whole pape~ is covered, allow to dry slightly
then remove leaves or other design used.

The

paper will be well dryed in four or five minutes.

28 Hill, Patty Sm1 th, The Beginni~ of Art in the Elementary Schools. Charles Scribners Sons. New York:

!924:

p.
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Chapter IV.
SUGGESTIONS FOR CARRYING ON ART

ACTIVITIES WITH

LIMITED FACILITIES

Teachers often complain of limited facilities with
which they are given, by the school board, for the teach•
ing of art.

Evadna Kraus Perry, Art Director of Orange

County Schools, California, says, "Expensive and beautifUl
materials may be purchased for the use of elementary school
children; but if art is ever to function in the whole lives
of these children, now and later, work time and leisure
time, they must learn to recognize the value and use of
the materials they have at hand.

It has always been the

person with small means and much ingenuity who has been
considered clever.

Teachers who can discover the possi-

bilities in old and discarded materials, and who can
lead children to have meaningful. experiences are, with
these children, enjoying a satisfaction in the creation
of new things that is really worthwhile from beginning
29

to end."

29

Perry, Evadna Kraus, Art Adventures With Discarded

Materials, Wetzel Publishing Co., Inc. Los Angeles,
California: 1933. pp. 18, 19.

-
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PRACTICAL CLASSROOM CONSTRUCTION WORK

The following was taken from an Orientation Course
for Rural Teachers in the summer of 1940.
Objectives
1. To aid the tea cher in motivating her classroom work by

means of activities.
2. To help the teacher to solve the problem of the scarcity
of commercial e quipment and supplies .
3. To create a great er interest in real experiences, thus

l essening the artifioial approach.
UNIT

I

-

ART

A. Fine
1. Drawing and Painting
Article ------------Materials used.
a. Art easel

(Card or beaver board ,
two hinges, and narrow
strips of wood if desired .)

b. Colors

(Tea, ooffee, onion skin,
beet juice, walnut juice,
berry juice dye, bluing,
crepe paper and crayolas)

c. Brushes

(Stiff feathers and sticks
to which c loth or cotton
i s tied.)

d. Paper

(Tiss ue, crepe and wrapping
paper, tinfoil , cel lopha ne
wall paper and news print.)

'
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e. Poster

(Magazine pictures, cardboard boxes, and colored
paper)

f. Paste

(Paste powder and salicylic
acid)

2. Music

a. Band Instruments (Tin oens, pot covers
inner tubes , dish p1;.. ns, pl:,dded
sticks, pop bottles tops, bones
seeds, bottles , a ssorted nails,
cigar boxes ~nd wood blocks.)
b. Song books (Card board and wrepping
(paper.)

B. Industrial
1. Soap carving (Ivory soap.)
2. Christmas tree ornaments (Tinfoil. pop tops,

silver or aluminum. paint, red
paper, milkvreeds.)
3. Rubber Articles (Inner tubes and colored tloss)
4. Stuffed animals

( Sawdust, moss, cloth,
buttons.)

5. Weaving

(Wood frame, cord, wool, tacks
and a large needle v4. th blunt
point.)

6. Rugs

(Rags, stockings and gunny
sacks.)

7. Furniture

(Boxes, cardboard, cigar boxes,
scraps of wood.)

8. Dolls

(.Hags, cornhusks, shoe buttons
cornsilk, yarn, clothespins,
corks, toothpicks, spools,
wooden beads, and copper wire.)

UNIT II.

A. Seatwork
l. Arithmetic.
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(Old clothes, sucker
sticks, ice cream,
spoons, macaroni, spools
linoleum blocks, been
b ags , end wood blocks)

a. Number games

b. Flash cards (Card board, paint, crayolas, and cigar boxes.)
(Magazine ~ictures, cardboard
and paste.)

c. Puzzles
d. Fish pond

(Box, construction paper,
clips , stick for fishing
pole, card, and a magnet).

e. Ski ball

(Three boxes, sizes l,2f
and 3 with three balls.,

2. Spelling.

a. Recognition cards (Cardboard, crayolas,

and a box.)

b. Anagrams

(Cut alphabets from cardboard into small blocks
and keep in a box. )

c. Phonic cards
d. Games

(Cardboard and cr~yolas .)
(Cards, ink, creyolas,
pictures, printing outfit,
and note books.)

3. Reading and Language
a. Flash cards

(Cardboard, printing outfit or crayon, bnd a box.)

b. Sentence strips (Cardboard, printing
outfit or crayon and a ~ox.)
c. Charts

(Newsprint or ~Tapping paper,
printing outfit, crayolas,
magazine pictures, small flat
stick or corn stalk and a cord.)

d. Puzzles

(Pictures, paste, scissors,
cardboard and a box.)

e. Games

(Pictures, cardboard, paste,
water colors, creyolas,
printing outfit, scissors, and
a ruler.)
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f. Puppet;s

(Large box, wire, paper pulp,
paint, cigar box, lea ther
strips, black hea vy threa d,
paste, t acks , scraps of cloth,
wool for hair, wrapping paper
for scenery, gWlllf sacks, and
corrugate d boxes.)

g. Movies

(Corruga ted box, news prints,
or wrapping paper, pictures ,
printing outfit or crayolas,
and sticks for rollers.)

or
Peepshow

h. Scrap-book (Cardboard, or corrugated
box, wrapping paper or newsprint and crayolas)

J. Librar y corner (Orange crates for

(shelves and chairs, small box
for filing cards, glass Jars
for flowers, boards for t a bles
book ends made from wood, metal
or steel; picture drawn or out
from magazine.)

4. Science and Nature Study
a. Aquarium (Galvanized laund ry tub painted
with aluminum paint or a five
or ten gallon glass jer.

b. Seed box (Wooden boxes or odd end boards)
c. Ba skets

(Hanging a n d pla~ts, scoped potatoes or carrots.)

d. Vase or Bowl (Use painted gourd).

e. Pot Plants

(Plant grapefruit, l emon or
orange, seed in a small flower
pot, after soaking them in water
for a week.)

f. Bird house

(Wooden box or slabs a nd paint)

g. Insect jars (Chalk box covered with wire

netting or cheese cloth or glass
bottles.)
h. Siphon

(Discarded rubber tube.)
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(Small cheese bo~es)

i. Window boxes

5. Social Stuaies
a. Museum

(Shelves or orange crates)

b. Maps

(Newspaper pulp, cttrdboard
and crayolas)
(Board, nails, and pa int.)

c. Sandtable
d. Slides

(Squares of glass and colored
ink.)

6. Equipment and Supplies

a. SWings

(Stout poles from trees, ropes,
and plank, automobile tires,
makes a seat.)

b. Seesaw

(Logs, plank, brecers a n d clamps)

c. ~uoit

(Horseshoes and wooden stakes )

d. Volley ball net

(Burlap sacks)

e. Bulletin Boa rd
(Beaver or corru1ated
board with burlap sack cover.)
f. Door mat (Braided rug or corn shuck,
woven or braided strips from
burlap, pop bottle tops nailed
to a wide board.)
g. Book cases

(orange crates)

h. Waste Basket
(Covered or painted
corrugated boxes.)

1. Wood box (Large wooden box or bo~rds.)
j. First Aid Kit

(Dried fruit boxes.)

k. Stage curtains

(Dyed gunny sacks.)

1. Blackboard erasers (Blocks of wood
covered with felt or fleece
lining from a glove or coat.

m. Hectograph

(Two ounce sheet gala.tine
and one pint glycerine. Indelible pencil.)
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POSTERS
DRINK

rn POSTER
Authorities say that milk is one perfect food, con-

taining mineral., protein, starch, fat and water••·•••••
the essential elements of food that make for perfect
health.
To make•o• Shape the white mat stock to represent
a milk bottle tive and one-half by
fourteen inches, and draw a black line
to indicate the rim of the bottle. Paste
the cow about five inches from bottom
of the poster.

Use black ink for the

lettering and for the border line around
the mat stock.

This leaves a margin of

one and one-half inches except at the
bottom, where it is two inches. Outside
this black line make a border oneeighth inch wide with white ink. Crayon
might be used for the lettering and the
border if time for making the poster i s
an item to be considered.

DRINK

PLENT~.OF

MILK
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SPOOLS

Wooden spools may be u s ed for storing pieces of
string for future use, they are also excellent tor blook
printing •• Wooden and paper spools ot all kinds may also
30
be used to make simple and attractive articles.

Cut the s pools into any shapes des ired, whittle
a small sti ck and put through the hole. Cover

the top with interesting circle s cut from bits
of col ored pa per.

Circles of cardboard or tin

or button molds may be made into tops in the
same way.

Suitabl e for all gra des .

Dolls
Use spools for all the parts of the doll.
String them together with heavy string and paint
or color with crayon.

Suitabl e for lowe r gra des.

Fl owers and Trees
Decorate the spool with cut paper, paint or crayon.
Make flat flowers or trees with stems from light
weight cardboard and cove r with colored paper or
color with crayon. Four sided flowers and trees

may be made

by

cutting four pieces for each flower,

folding each through the middle lengthwise and
pasting together. Thes e are excellent for place
cards.
30

Perry, Evadna Kraus, •An a dventure wit h Discarde d
Ma terials." Wetzel Publishing Company, Los Angele s
California, 1933, p. 100
'
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LETTER CU'Pl'IW

The letters of the alphabet may be out out and used
to advantage very early in school work. When a child is in
the second grade, he should be able to out his own name
and that of his school.
Letters may be used on banners, posters, pennants,
and combined with pictures to make health a1phabets and
animals or flower booklets.
Letter cutting 1s an art that will be useful long
after school days are over, for the designing of posters tor
churches, classes, clubs, lectures, piofiics and other
social activities.
Pennant:
Each classroom will want a pennant for room
decoration. The Monroe Pennant is suggested
for form and coloring. The name of your school
should be substituted.
To Make:
This fifteen inch pennant tapers from four and onehalf inches at one end to one and three-fourths inches at the other. Fold a strip of passe-partant in
two and bind the wider end with it. Cut the letters
trom passe-partant and paste them on the pennant
so as to leave a margin of one-half inch at the top
and bottom.
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USES OF FLOUR AND SUGAR SACKS
Flour sacks may be bleached by boiling in soapy water
or by using commercial bleaching fluids. When dyed or decorated with crayon they make attractive and useful articles, especially for the home. Pillows me.y be stuffed with
f eathers or cotton.
Pot holders may be padded with pieces from blankets,
turkish towels or outing flannel. Bean bags may be filled
31

with beans, corn or seeds of any kind.
EMBROIDERED PILLOV,S I POT HOLDERS I BZAN BAGS AND APRONS•

With white chalk make a design on wrapping paper,
using only lines . When the design i s finished, copy on
cloth which may be dyed if desired. Using chain stitch,
embroider, with ordinary string which may also be dyed.
The material may be ~rked off in checks with a lead pencil and a cross stitched design worke d with string. Scraps
of cheeked gingham may be used for cross stitch work. Pieces
from old duck or denim. pants make excellent bean bags.
Suitable for middle and upper grades.
DOLLS

Cut a pattern from newspaper for the head, body,arms
and legs. Lay each pattern on flour sack and cut the desired
number of pieces. Sew up each part and stui'f separately with

31 Perry, Evdna Kraus, Art Adventure With Discarded
Materials, Wetzel Publis hing Co., Lo~ Angeles, California, 1933, pp. 54-51.
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rags or cotton. Enbroider features on faoe with thread or
color with crayon before stuffing. Sew parts to the body.
Sew on hair of yarn raveled from an old sweater. Sew pieces
of black or colored cloth on for shoes. Dress the doll using
dyed flour s acks or cloth scraps. Lower grade children can
make a mor.~ simple doll.
USES OF OLD STOCKINGS
Silk and cotton stockings used in their natural colors
or dyed make a variety of interesting and useful articles.
The material is excellent to work with because it is soft
and easily sewed.
P'0Cfl'ST0OLS

Tin cans are used for the body of the stool. Cans of
any size may be used dependi ng on the desired size of the
stool.

Choose four or seven cans of the same size. Stuff

the cans with paper or rags, slip each can into a piece of
stocking and tie at the top and bottom. The open ends of the
cans are on top.

Sew the cans together. Ped the stool gen-

erously with rags on ~op and sides and put several thicknesses
of hebvy rags on the bottom to keep the cans from wearing
through.

When the stool is used, make braids from strips of

old stookings and sew together. This makes the covering for
the top and sides of the stool, use a piece of gunny sack
or oil cloth for the bottom. Slip the braided cover over cans
and sew to bottom. Stools made with seven cans may be padded
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only on top and bottom and covered with cretonne or
other material, retaining the original shape of the
seven oans and ma.king an odd shaped stool rather than
a round one.

Th-is activity is suitable for middle and

upper grades.

These may be used in plays and pageants. Pull the
top of a stocking down over the top of the hea d covering
the head and ears if they are not to show under the wig.
Tie stocking at top of head and out away remainder of material.

To this foundation sew cotton, fine fringe made

trom stockings, untwisted yarn or rope or any other material to give the desired effect.

Paper and cardboard may

be sewed on to make helments and other head dresses. This
activity 1s suitable for middle and upper grades.

MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENTS
Magazine advertisements are popUlar for illustrating
books, posters and reading charts in school Because of
their fine color they are also very desirable in making
many worthwhile articles.

CHRISTMAS

CJJtDS

Cut a small hole, any desired shape (round, square,
reotangUlar, triangular, diamond) in a piece of wrapping
paper.

Use this es a finder moving it over colored pictures

in magazines until a desirable bit is found to use on a
card.

Draw around the finder and out out the picture thus outlined. Mount on a single piece of heavy wrapPing paper
tinted with water colors or a piece of wall paper. The
cards may be' made by folding the paper once or t wice and
pa sting the picture on the cover or inside. Envelopes
for these cards may be made by using the same material as
the card.
The cards may be made into folders which require no
envelope for mailing. Small pictures may be cut out without
32

a finder and used on cards. Suitable for all grades.
VALENTINES
1. Make a round finder, choose a picture and pa ste
a fancy paper doilT.
2. With the round finder choose a picture and paste
it to a circle of white wrapping paper with lace edges.
3. Make a heart-shaped finder, choose a suitable picture, cut it out and mount on wrapping paper and out lace
around the ed.ges.
4. Many varieties of valentines may be made similar
to the Christmas cards described above. Wall paper may be
used instead of colored pictures from magazines. La ces of
all kinds may be cut from wrapping paper. SUitable for all
grades.

32 Perry, Evadna Kraus, Art Adventures with Disoarded
Materials. Wetzel Publishing Company, Los Angeles
California: 1933. pp. 100rl03.
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ST. VALENTINE'S DAY

HEARTS IN A PAN
A valentine ot heart shaped cardboard cut-outs and
ribbon may be made.
The top heart comes with face printed. The pla in
hearts carry a message, which may be written with white
crayon or ink.

The hearts are than pasted to a v ery

narrow white or red ribbon.

A bow is tied at the t op.

The valentine is folded with the message inside so that
the recipient will receive a surprise on opening it.
The hearts may be reversed and a different story
told.

IF Of ME

you J>o NeT
,HINK

AND
SWELL

V

AND

SWELL
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BLOSSOMING HEART VALENTINE
To Make:

Place the construction paper on the desk
with the short edge toward you. Turn

back rirst one edge and then the opposite
one inch. Now bring these two folded
edges together at the cen~er. Cut out
at four and one-fourth inches, heart
being oarefu.l to leave the folds at
the sides for at least one inch uncut.
Now cut four heart

shaped petals, two

on one side and two on the other. Cover
with pink and place two on the other;
place a bit of violet colored paper in
the center. Draw the stem and a line
around the heart with green crayon. A
verse may b e written on the inside.
Paste the completed heart to the
lace doily.
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CREPE PAPER CUT-OUT BASKET
Flower oontainers holding flowers made
brighten the schoolroom.

by

the class

They also serve as holders for

simple flowers which the children make to take home as
gifts for members of the family or friends.
To Make: From light green construction paper cut
a piece four inches

by

nine inches tor the flower

container and another one-half inch by t welve inches
for the handle.

Make a fold one-half inch deep

in the former along the nine inch side and cut this
into one-half inch wide fringe. Paste the two short
edges together to make a container four inches high.
Cover the bottom with a circular piece of
Nile green crepe paper. Bring this up over the side
and paste.
Decorate the container with the three flowers
cut from the crepe paper. These might be added
while the stock is still flat except for the part
of the flower which is pasted over the joining.
Directly above this flower, also helping to
conceal the joining, fasten one end of the handle
with three shank fasteners. Attach the other end
to the opposite side, and the flower container is
ready for the flower.
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Many variations of this basket may be made
and different colors and different out-outs may
be used to express a special preference or idea.

A

~

I

•

•
•

•

•
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PLACE CARDS FOR CHilD'S PARTY
Little folk always take a keen delight 1n making
their own place ca»ds for their parties.
Amusing little figures for birthday celebration are
easily made and attract considerable attention from the
Juvenile guests.
The materials necessary to make them are tew, simple,
and inexpensive. A pencil, pair of scissors, a box of wax
crayons, and · a few sheets of stiff paper. Construction paper
answers nicely for making the cards. These may be had in a
package of various colors at the five and ten cents stores.
A

piece of paper out to about two and five eighths

inches by six inches is suggested for each of the quaint
figures. First fold the rectangular piece of paper in the
middle . Then make t ne outline drawing of the figure with
a lead pencil. Cut it out with the scissors and do the
rest of the work with colored crayons.
The name of the guest is neatly lettered on the belt
of the little figures as shown in the illustrations. The
designs may be varied to suit certain occasions. For
Easter, a rabbit dressed up in gay clothes could be substituted for the little figures. For Christmas, a Santa
Claus would fit naturally into the scheme and could be
crayoned in brilliant hues. The patterns, whatever they
are, should be planned double by folding the paper before
cutting out with scissors.

33

33 Pedro, J. Lemos, School Arts, Volume 40. Number 5.
Standford University, California. p. 16.
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PINE CONE TURKEY
To Make - A dried pine cone can be very easilf transformed into a realistic turker for a table
favor or a place card at Thanksgiving.
Bend a six inch length of pipe cleaner
around the cone at the back so tha t it i s held
in place by the scales between which it is
placed. Bend one-half inch of the pipe cleaner
at one end for the feet of the bird.
Place a white banban pa per inside a brown
one, fold the two together once, and clip into
fringe one-fourth inch wide. Tuck this paper
in at the back on top of the pip cleaner and
glue it there to represent the tail feathers.

In the center of the cone at the front
glue a two inch length of pipe cleaner and
curve it to represent the neck and head of the
turke7. Around the head wrap the strip of red
crepe paper and leave a portion hanging for the
wattle.
Attach the bird to the card three-fourths
inch in from one short edge by f astening a onehalf inch strip of white'olother'mending tape
over each foot. Glue

a

half walnut shell one-

half inch in from the opposite short edge of the
card.
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DECORATIVE ARTIFICIAL FRUIT MADE FROM ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS

Ornamental fruit for table decorations that is both
artistic and realistic may be made from dis carded electric
globe s of various sizes.

The .materials needed are few and

simple.
First, collect the discarded bulbs which you may find
in your home or in your friends' homes. You will need, in
addition, several tubes of oil painting such as artists
use.

These may be purchased reasonably at any paint or

art supply store.

The color• necessary are as follows: white

chrome yellow, vermilion and prussian blue.
colors ether combinations may

be

With these tew

ma.de by mixing; for instance

yellow and ve~lion will produce many tones of orange.
Prussian blue and chrome yellow will produce a range of
greens from light yellow green to deep blue green. f-/hite
added will qualify and lighten the colors somewhat. If you
need purple for any occasion, the vermilion and Prussian
blue will not make (by mixing) a good purple. Therefore,
purchase a tube of mauve if you need it.
To paint a pear, use an ordinary ten or fifteen percent paint brush number twelve and mix yellow, white and
vermilion together, or a piece of glass with a sheet of
white laid underneath it.

For mixing paints, an artist's

palette knife is best, although an ordinary table knife
might serve.
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Mix tones of orange, yellow-orange and orange, and

apple, the point to the glass bulb with the brush. Red
shading on the pear may be made by strippling, that is
t apping on the color with the brush, or taking a wad or
cotton and tapping the vermilion on in plaoes where it is
wanted.

The

dry sepals at the top of the pear are imitated

by mixing blue and a trifle orang~ together. This combination of oolors produces a dark brown.
One coat of paint will be sufficient but two are
better.

Allow the first one to dry a day or two before

painting a second coat.
The gourd will require four colors for the various
strips.

One stripe i s yellow made wi th yellow and a bit

of white. The next one 1s orange made with yellow end vermilion. These are for the lower section of the gourd. The
top section needs alternating stripes of medium green ~nd
dark green.

These may

be

made by mixing yellow and Prussian

blue in varying proportions. The brass bases of the bulbs
may be painted green.

Now for the leaves to go with the fruit. Dried magnolia
leaves are ideal for this purpose.

If they cannot be se-

cured, stiff paper like bristol board may be used.

The

leaves may be out out and colored with either oil paints
or poster colors.

A

little red or orange added to the

greens will produce lovely tones of brown.
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Chapter V.
OF

FINDINGS

From this study the followi~ discoveries were
made ooncerning the needs and possibilities for the
teaching of Art in the Negro elementary schools of
Houston, Texas
1. That the curriculum of Houston Publ ic Schools
provides two and one-half hours per week for
the teaching of Art in t he elementary schools .
2. That special Art teachers are not provided
for Negro or white schools in the elementary
department.
3. That the classroom teacher is expected to
teach Art to her own particular group.
4. Negro teachers in the elementary schools
have little training for the teaching of Art.
5. Ninety-five percent of the teachers are interested in Art.
6. That the teachers feel the need of further
training in Art.
7. That drawing is of greatest interest to the
teachers.
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a.

That drawing 1s felt to be of the greatest
need.

9. That teachers do not make use of materials

found in their own environment for the teaching of art.
10. Only fourteen and six-tenths percent of t he
teachers include art i n their daily program.
11. That the following forms of art are taught:
a. drawing
b. ne edlework
c. watercolor painting
d. modeling
12. Of the thirty-seven teachers who include art in
their daily programs, only eight of these tea chers
tie art up with other subject matter.
13. Of the six hundred forty children interviewed on

the elementary l evel in the Houston schools;
eighty percent were found to be interested in
drawing.
14.

Fifty-nine percent of our Texas Negro Colleges

do not place special emphasis on the teaching of

Art in the elementary schools.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In view of the needs and possibilities for the
teaching of art in the Negro elementary schools ot
Houston, Texas as di5cussed in this thesis, the following suggestions or recommendations are offer e d:

l. That the importance of art on the el.ementary
school level be emphasized to our Negro Ooll.eges
for teacher training.

2. That teachers be made conscious of t he value
and use of old and

discarded materi als they have

at hand, for the teaching of art.
3. That every child be allowed some type of partici-

pation 1n art activities .
4. That every teacher e nter enthusiastically into
the program of art.
5. That activities with meaningf\ll va lues be engaged

1n.
6. That there be culminating events at the end of
the school year.
7. That displays of the Houston Negro elementary
schools be placed on exhibition at the Museum
of Fine Arts, Hous ton Texas
A concludi,ng statement from Nicholas, Mawhood and

Trilling, is appropiate and e Qually satisfactory to this
investigation:
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"Educators emphasize the de sirability
of developing well rounded out individuals, no phase of his eduoation
can be neglected.

How then, can we

omit the kind of art training which
make s use of an instinctive desire for
35

self-expression?~
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Nicholas, Florence Williams, Mawhood, Nellie Clare
and Trilling, Mable B., Art Activitie s in the Modern
School. The McMillan Company, New York, 1930, p. 6

APPENDIX
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NAMES OF PuPILS \VHO CONTRIBUTED ART WORK

FOR

THIS

STUDY

1. Dora Wolf'e

12. Carniel Allen

2. Jerry Martin

13. Harold Jack Stokes

3 . Libby Higgins

14. Jackie McGinty

4. Kent Bendall

15. Evelyn Lightman

5. Paul.a Goldburg

16. Alvis Lynch

6. Marion Bucharn

17. Marianne White

7. Bett y Joyce Eaton

18. Vale Asche

8. Vivian Boysen

19. Josephine MUl.ler

9. Gwendolyn Allen

20. Martin Westover

10. Lee Livingston Jr

21. Herbert Beasley

11. Johnny Eaton

Ir.

22. Elizabeth White
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